Former President Harnwell Dies

By PETER CAMELIO

Gerald Harnwell, who led the University through its great period of growth and enlightenment, was the right man at the right time.

"When you submit a requisition to a committee," President Emeritus David Goddard said last night, "the majority opinion, which was favored by faculty members and administrators on the committee, is "much lower than has been advertised." Marcus said.

The opinion, which was favored by committee members and administrators, would eliminate men's gymnastics completely. The committee's recommendation also was the majority opinion of the Student Senate to discontinue the gymnastics program.

The opinion, which was favored by faculty members and administrators, would eliminate men's gymnastics completely. The committee's recommendation also was the majority opinion of the Student Senate to discontinue the gymnastics program.

Committee Recommends Proposed Athletic Cuts

By SHELDON H. APPLEBY

Outside the Student Recreation Center on Friday afternoon, the committee recommended that University athletics be cut by reducing the number of varsity sport teams. The committee is composed of representatives from the Student Senate, the Faculty Senate, student athletes and faculty members.
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Growth of Cable TV
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that in the future small groups get a
power of the presentation," she said.
Societies and special interest groups
have been made to have a seat in the
computer.

The City Council awarded Grants for
Cable (G4C) a five-year contract to
deploy direct dial service on public
access channels. The City Council also
awarded contracts to other groups
that wish to have a seat in the service.

When asked if this could be a model
for other cities, the University could
be a good example, the City Council
spokesperson said. The University has
had contracts with cable companies
for more than 10 years and has been
able to make use of the service.
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Twins at U. Find Friend and Rival in Other Half

Twice as many people have heard of twins, but not everyone is aware of the significance of twins in society. Twins are often perceived as having a special bond, but the reality is that their experiences can vary widely.

For most same-sex twins at Penn, the twins' situation is not the same. They may not feel comfortable sharing personal details about their relationship.

For some twins, the experience of being in the same social situation can be challenging. There may be times when they feel like they are competing with each other for attention or recognition.

Some twins have reported feeling like they are being compared to each other, which can be difficult. They may feel like they have to live up to the expectations of their twin sibling.

For others, the bond between twins can be so strong that they find it difficult to separate their individual identities. They may feel like they are always connected and that their experiences are intertwined.

The experience of being a twin can be unique and complex, and it is important to consider the individual circumstances of each twin pair.
The Letters to the Editor

Against Intolerance of Fraternities

The Editor:

To the Editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian:

I was greatly relieved to read the end of the controversial University of Pennsylvania’s new policy for on-campus fraternities. The Daily Pennsylvanian’s article on this policy (November 13th) states that the new policy is "to eliminate the pressure being exerted today to force students into fraternities." It goes on to say "the pressure being exerted today to force students into fraternities is a threat to individual freedom and dignity." I believe this statement to be true.

The pressure to join fraternities is indeed a threat to individual freedom and dignity. It is a threat to the freedom of students to make their own choices. It is a threat to the dignity of students to be treated as equals.

I am a junior at the University of Pennsylvania and I am not a member of any fraternity. I have the freedom to make this choice without fear of being subjected to pressure or discrimination. I have the dignity to be treated with respect and fairness.

I hope that the University will continue to stand up for individual freedom and dignity. I hope that the University will continue to stand up for the rights of all students, regardless of their choices.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Explaining the IFC’s Beer Policy

The Editor:

In light of the recent allegations against the Pennsylvania State University Board of Trustees, the IFC has faced criticism regarding its beer policy. This policy, which allows beer to be sold on a weekly basis, has been a topic of discussion for some time.

The IFC policy is designed to promote responsible drinking and to reduce the amount of beer sold on campus. By limiting the availability of beer, the IFC hopes to encourage students to drink responsibly and to reduce the likelihood of alcohol-related incidents.

The IFC policy is also designed to support the University’s alcohol education efforts. The University has a zero-tolerance policy for alcohol-related incidents and has implemented a variety of programs to promote responsible drinking.

I hope that the IFC’s beer policy will continue to be a positive force for the University community. I hope that the University will continue to support the IFC’s efforts to promote responsible drinking.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Josten's Personalized Signet Ring

Your College Ring designed with a personal touch…

Order from your Josten’s College Ring Specialist

Date: April 21, 22 & 23

Time: 10:30 - 4:00

Place: University Bookstore

Deposit: $20

---

Penn Night

Mon. April 19

(Honoring the Quaker Basketball Team)

8 PM till ?

Special prices on food and drink.

For all Penn students

Sandwiches 1.00 drinks $.50

All in our new video game lounge

at the Italian House

Discover the New Pagano's

3801 CHESTNUT STREET
323-1185

---

GMAT LSAT MCAT REVIEW PROGRAMS

GMAT, SAT, LSAT, MCAT test preparation programs.

For appointments call 323-1185

---

Acquisto + Strategic Planning

Study Consultants

Outstanding study skills and test preparation services.

How much longer can this go on?

Can this really work?
Democrats Crowd Election for State Senate

The most crowded primary election in the history of the state Senate is in the 8th District, which is located in the northwestern part of Philadelphia. According to the Pennsylvania Department of State, there are 12 candidates running in this primary election, making it the most crowded in the state's history. The candidates include Democratic candidates and one Republican candidate. The primary election is scheduled for May 17th, and the winner will face the incumbent Republican senator in the general election in November. The 8th District is considered to be a Democratic stronghold, and the primary election will determine which candidate will represent the Democratic Party in this race.
Women’s Studies
Poetry Reading
Judy Moffat and Deborah Burnham
2 Penn Studios
April 20, 4 p.m., PhiThetaRoom
4th floor, College Hall
Wine and Cheese following

The Socialist Party of the Pennsylvania Political Union and Penn DSPC

Presents

Steve Nelson
(former member of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and the American Communist Party)

On

The American Labor Movement and the Left

Tonight

8:00 pm
HSP Room Houston Hall

Wanted by SAC

PAW • EII • GRE • GMAT
LSAT • MAT

Programs can change your life.

ROOMMATES AVAILABLE NOW or May 1st 42nd & Baltimore Large furnished house

June. $6688/2 - $7980/3

Eff. 1 BR apartments 40th & Pine, available May 1

New kitchen, laundry Sublet May 1

MODERN LARGE 1 bedroom apt 41st (Chestnut

Available 6/1/82 $1050 Month Call 535-8043

LARGE STUDIO - 41st & Chestnut

Mostly within 1 block of Hi-Rise, all within 6 blocks w/balcony, at $180 per bedroom

Three private rooms in a spacious 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath apt, renovated, furnished apt.

The basketball team moved back after a 6-4 defeat at the hands of Keystone on Friday to capture third place in the Philadelphia Tournament. A 6-4 advantage of Villanova over the Quakers could not be enough to rescue the third-ranked Quakers from a stunning 6-3 loss last week by a 4-3 count.

To play St. John’s, the Quakers next weekend at Lafayette on Saturday and completed yesterday’s

K.A.B.A.M.K., K.A.B.A.M., SHILO
IF this means nothing to you, then you need to hear more about A.C.Y.F. Religious programs in Israel. More information on these programs can change your life.

Meet Philadelphia representative, Arl Horowitz, tomorrow, April 20th on Locust Walk at the Israel Program table 3:30 p.m. Interviews at 5 p.m. at the 36th Street and Walnut Streets.

Short and long term programs are available. For more information, Call 546-2088.

Classified Ads

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office — 4016 Walnut Street, 2nd floor.
Cost: $16 per word, per day
Deadline: 3 p.m. two days before publication.

By ANNA K. LEVY

The women’s softball team moved back after a 6-4 defeat at the hands of Keystone on Friday to capture third place in the Philadelphia Tournament. A 6-4 advantage of Villanova over the Quakers could not be enough to rescue the third-ranked Quakers from a stunning 6-3 loss last week by a 4-3 count.

To play St. John’s, the Quakers next weekend at Lafayette on Saturday.

By STEVEN GALLER

Having a "strange feeling of their own," the Penn softball team split their two day-long series of games last weekend, falling to Keystone two to one after falling to try champion Harvard.

"Everybody played well this weekend," captain Vicki Ellis said, "it was good to break our losing streak.

Kathy Champion filling the Green, the Red and Blue piled out and found that last two games have been quite encouraging for the Quakers. When competition has ended to the final and present, the Quakers have scored a total of nine runs - the most it has scored in a single contest.

The loose Harvard victory was quite an achievement," coach Al Molloy said. "Every player was to his personal potential."

In the first inning, Molloy took the decisious 3 to 0 lead, and despite a long winning streak, Dick Miller claimed the error point.

Steffy Oxenhugger (left) defeated seven matches in the superior set, winning the South and Schmidt and Pointe Parry (right) for all in the high jump at K.U., both

The singles matches were

W. Thincaldr
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McNamara won the 100-meter dash, but the third-place performance. "We're happy we are having our best season," coach Al fourth-placed performance was the

Steve Nelson (left) the winning runner and Birmingham's60-

In the fourth, Photoshop took the decisious 3 to 0 lead, and despite a long winning streak, Dick Miller claimed the error point.

Softball Oxenhugger (left) defeated seven matches in the superior set, winning the South and Schmidt and Pointe Parry (right) for all in the high jump at K.U., both point. On June 1st.
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The Lightweight crew opened its season yesterday by capturing the 41st annual CM* Cup Regatta in New York. Also in Pennsylvania, the University of Judaism, Los Angeles, had a regatta to kick off the season.

"It was another heartbreaker," said head coach Margaret Prank. "No matter how hard they tried, they couldn't find the right combination to win."
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